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NextPhase™ is a leading low- to medium-volume 
outsource partner for complex electromechanical 
and disposable medical devices in North America. 
We have the resources & expertise to support 
development, manufacturing & assembly needs.  
 
Our LEAN focused manufacturing and operational systems throughout the US and Mexico  
provide our customers with consistent cost savings across the product life-cycle. We are ISO13485 certified, 
have class 7  & 8 cleanrooms, and are FDAregistered.



Mansfield, MA  |  Rochester, NH  |  Tijuana, Mexico  |  T: +1 877-639-2673 www.nextphasemed.com

Design Services 
NextPhase design engineers have extensive experience in the 
development, validation, and transfer to manufacturing of Class II  
and III medical devices. We develop conceptual and detailed designs 
that ensure product functionality by drawing on our vast experience. 
We help you bring your device to market by documenting our 
comprehensive and compliant design engineering process and  
arming you with the materials you need to navigate your regulatory 
path. Our engineers can design anything from a single component  
to the entire medical devices and associated consumables. 
 

Single-Use Devices 
NextPhase is your one-stop contract manufacturing partner for a 
wide variety of Class II and III single-use medical devices. We have 
the experience, expertise, and capabilities to produce complex medical 
devices. Our customer support teams are dedicated to your product’s 
success and deliver a speed-to-market advantage. 
 

Electromechanical Devices  
and Active Implantables 
NextPhase is a turnkey, U.S.-based, and FDA-complaint EMD capital 
equipment medical device manufacturer for your entire product life-
cycle. We have a proven track record of decreasing manufacturing 
costs by expediting production timelines while holding to the highest 
standards of quality. Our robust quality systems have earned a strong 
reputation with some of the largest names in the medical device 
industry. We understand the unique standards and requirements  
of all Class II and III medical devices. 
 

After Market Services 
Our after-market services include customer service phone support,  
product warranty service, product repairs, spare parts management, 
trending data analysis, and sustaining engineering.  


